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About This Game

This game is being actively developed. New features are being added constantly. New builds are uploaded all the time!

This game just came out of Early Access and it is developed by one person for free, so it will still have some bugs! If something
isn't working, please don't write a negative review, instead report it to bugs@bobsgame.com or in the development forum and I

will fix it right away.

Main development blog: https://www.bobcorporation.com
Dev forum: https://bobsgame.com/forum

Source Code on GitHub: https://github.com/bobsgame
_____________________________________________

bob's game is:
THE GREATEST PUZZLE GAME EVER MADE

EVERY PUZZLE GAME IN ONE

A CUSTOM PUZZLE GAME CREATION SYSTEM

A WORLD TOURNAMENT PLATFORM WITH
GLOBAL RANKING AND LEADERBOARDS FOR ALL PUZZLE GAMES
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LOCAL MULTIPLAYER WITH UNLIMITED PLAYERS

ONLINE MULTIPLAYER WITH UNLIMITED PLAYERS

MIXED MODE ONLINE/LOCAL MULTIPLAYER

THE ULTIMATE PARTY GAME

THE ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT GAME

COMPLETELY FREE

WRITTEN FROM SCRATCH IN C++

SOURCE CODE ON GITHUB

DOWNLOAD IT RIGHT NOW!
______________________________________________

The legendary bob's game (from the infamous upcoming RPG "bob's game") is the GREATEST PUZZLE GAME EVER
MADE. It is a COMPETITIVE TOURNAMENT PUZZLE GAME PLATFORM with a CUSTOM PUZZLE GAME

CREATOR. It is EVERY PUZZLE GAME IN ONE!

The rules of bob's game change in real time as you play it, morphing from game to game and making every round completely
unique!

More than that, great care has been made to ensure that bob's game is the *best* version of every puzzle game. I went through
every puzzle game forum and wiki I could find and made sure to implement every detail and feature required by tournament

level hardcore players. It has wall kicks, floor kicks, spin kicks, T-spins, adjustable timing, powerups, you name it. All of these
features apply to all the games however you want, making it the best version of every game!

bob's game is a MULTIPLAYER TOURNAMENT PUZZLE GAME supporting as many players as you can fit on your
screen, and many more features are on the way!

It is a BUILD-YOUR-OWN SUPER PUZZLE GAME with a puzzle game creator where YOU define all the rules to your own
custom game!

You can create your own puzzle modes, invent custom rulesets or challenge your friends to a sequence of all your favorite
games.

You can choose to just play your favorite game type against your friends or in a world tournament with fantastic controls, super
tight timing, and features and powerups from other games!

bob's game is COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE, allowing the player to create in-depth rulesets to mimic existing puzzle
games or create entirely new ones to add to the online library!

bob's game is constantly evolving with new theme packs, new rules, and user-designed puzzle packs, able to be shared, voted
on, and downloaded!

You can compete in an ONLINE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP and improve your skills to reach the top of the GLOBAL
LEADERBOARDS!

bob's game is under constant development with new builds being published all the time. It is reguarly updated for Windows,
Mac, Linux, with ports for Android, iOS, the web browser on the way!
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bob's game is written in C++ by Robert Pelloni. The source code will be made available so that it can become the standard for
all puzzle games on every system!

Main development blog: https://www.bobcorporation.com
Dev forum: https://bobsgame.com/forum
Discord Chat: https://discord.gg/vgh4PqF

Source Code on GitHub: https://github.com/bobsgame/bobsgame

Next features being implemented:

 Lots more game mode features, modes, and goals

 Better multiplayer lobby with chat

 Tournament features and ladders, regional and global

 Matchmaking by region or rank

 Server verification

 Spectator mode, replays, challenge replay

 Custom themes, sounds, and music

 Android, iOS, and Browser support
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Publisher:
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I really like it. I was checked out in 150's back in the 70's and this brings back memories. It's not very fast,so you need to bring a
lunch if you're going far. Flies like the real thing. Instruments are simple and clear and it is great for a new simmer to learn on. I
flew at night, and the dome light was already on. The switch is on the lower panel left of the other lights if you want to turn it on
or off. No autopilot, of course, but the elevator trim works well, which takes a load off. Just bought it, and I will fly it often. Joe
Peters. The games graphics and voice acting is fine for the price of the game. Some nice thought been put into the maps with 2
cities to explore but thats where the game falls down. This IS NOT a role playing game you have no decisions within the game
about how the story unfolds beyond some voice choices which just change the last bit of dialogue you get to hear but have no
impact on the story. No weapon choices, no levelling, class system, or path choices that you could say that makes a game an
RPG.
Leaves us with the battle system within the game, there is no dodge, parry or block mechanics which should boil the game down
to a hit and move style but the health button can be used as often as you like with no cool down meaning the best way to fight is
to press an attack button and just keep pressing heal.
The game has one boss in it which was no different from another fight, you are shown a dragon fight that just auto-resolves, you
are shown big fights which you do not get to take any part in and the story does not go anywhere, resulting in no reward systems
built within the game.

Video: https:\/\/youtu.be\/biS1ti74rA8. So I have breifly played 'National Zombie Park' just out of curiosity for it being a new
indie rogue like zombie game. For the game being at it's stage at develpoment I'd have to say it is pretty empty. The game is
mostly filled with vegetation with the occasional building here and there. Combat reminds me of 'Hotline Miami' due every
enemy can instantly kill you and you can kill almost every zombie first strike on the first day. I have been fortunate to make it a
few days into the game and the difficulty was noticably increasing with higher density of zombies and more types. Also found
an underground area which was cool and difficult but made the loot inside that much sweeter when found.

Pros:
- Cool Combat
- Collected loot feels earned
- Keeps you on edge
- Supplies run fast requiring you to keep a look out for more

Cons:
- Relitivly Empty
- Doesn't introduce you to the controls very well
- Random frame rate drops
- Confusing health system for a one hit kill game

All in all i would say to give this game a whirl, it is early development so bugs and such were expected when I bought it but i can
see this game has alot that could be added to it so there is so much potential in it. I'm going to keep up with this game in hopes it
improves and the experience gets better, just gotta hope the developers don't abandon it this early. Would recommened to
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people that would like to be involved in a game that will hopefully undertake a great modification :). bad boi game. Neon
dragons!?
Trippy and weird.. Super 10\/10. Ok..... Yea no. Not going to waste alot of time here. It's Not good. See other reviews for why.
Get it if it's like a dollar. Otherwise don't.. It gets boring quickly and the gamepley is repetative , would not recommand.. LOOP
is the game for people who suffer from anxiety, an overly chaotic mind or stress.

As someone who deals with too many voices in my head as well as just a bunch of noise, this game is brilliant and allowing the
mind to just focus on fairly logical tasks. The aim of the game is to complete the loops by moving (and in some cases, rotating)
tiles. It's something to take your time with and a game that is unlikely to cause any frustration.

Definitely worth it if you're someone that needs help calming down.
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If you can\u2019t get friends together for a game night this one is for you. With about three hundred games (around two and a
half if you don\u2019t count strange indie projects, but still) I have enough variety for months of game nights! Can\u2019t wait!
10\/10. Awesome cuz science. negative: not scary at all; scale was off (body too smal); tracking issues (moving my head was also
moving scene)
positive: free; nice butterfly. This DLC has some of the better images available (in my opinion of course). The price seems fair
for what you get.

Random comments:
"Elephant Herd" was not as hard as it looked.
All pros, no cons. It's hard to beat 3 bucks for a few good pictures!. pretty good game. The model is pretty good, but that's
where it stops. Braking with this engine is a pain, as it takes forever to stop, and makes it hard to get on time to the different
stations. Acceleration is also pretty bad, making things harder.

The first scenario is next to impossible to achieve, unless you spend 5 or 6 hours trying and finding all types of tricks to gain 1
more second between the second and the third stop in that scenario (and that's why I'm leaving a bad review, really. The first
scenario was so frustrating to complete that it left a bad impression of the overall add-on on me).

Apart from the first scenario, the two other scenarios included work fine. All the achievements can be obtained (even the
"Scotrail Saviour" one, but it'll require you lots of determination).
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